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Chapter Five 

Conclusion and Future Work 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

The following remarks represent the main work conclusion; 

1. The preprocessing operation has a tremendous effect on the 

recognition rates obtain by the system. 

2. The recognition rates obtained in the work show that the (DCT) 

had the highest recognition rate presented, at a relative high 

number of coefficient.  

3. The computational time of DCT is quite large compared with WT, 

which consider as a weakness for the DCT. That means the DCT 

can be preferred for offline applications, but WT preferred for 

online applications. 

4. The results show that Daubechies WT (Db4) gives better 

recognition rates in comparison with Haar WT. This is true with 

different levels tested in the work (two, three and four levels). 

 

5.2 Future Work 

Many suggestions are possible for future work; 

1. Modify the proposed recognition system for complete words 

(without spaces). 
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2. Modify the proposed recognition system to be used with 

different types of printed fonts and character size and with 

handwritten characters.  

3. Modifying the recognition system to work with Arabic 

characters. 

4. Using Wavelet transformation as feature extraction techniques 

followed by more sophisticated methods for decisions such as 

neural based methods. 

5. To overcome the problem of low recognition rates for some of 

the characters in both feature extraction techniques (DCT, Haar 

WT and Db4 WT), applying both techniques might improve the 

recognition rates. 
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Chapter Four 

 Test Results and Discussion  

 

4.1 Introduction 

         This chapter is concerned the discussion of the results produced by 

the proposed scheme to perform the operation of recognizing printed 

characters for English letters (capital & small) and decimal digits. 

Calculations of the mentioned results in this chapter are based on 62 

samples for training and 10 bmp files for testing which includes 744 

samples in addition to 62 bmp files for testing each letter or digit separately 

which includes 620 samples. The training and test samples are scanned at 

200 dpi resolution of 256 gray-scales. 

 
         The programming language used for this recognition system is Visual 

C++ 6.0. 

 

4.2 System Training Process 

The training file used contains characters (capital & small letters) and 

the digits (0 to 9), so the total number of samples in data base (DB) is given 

by: 
 

Total DB Samples = capital letters + small letters + 10 digits 

                                        = 26 + 26 + 10 

                                        = 62 samples 
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         In the building the database phase, feature extraction method (DCT or 

WT) is performed on the segmented preprocessed image then storing those 

features in an external file as a reference in the DB. 

 

4.3 System Testing Process 

         Ten bmp files where built to be used for testing (the files contain a 

total of 744 different samples of the characters to cover each small and 

capital letters and each digit twelve times), as shown in Appendix B: 

 

744 = 26(characters) × 2(capital & small) × 12(repeating times)  

                 + 10(digits 0-9) × 12(repeating times)  

 

         The file where used to calculate the percentage of recognition rates to 

be able to compare the results which are given by the different feature 

extraction techniques (DCT, Haar WT and Db4 WT) adapted in this 

research. DCT or wavelet features are extracted from each file separately 

then Euclidean distance is computed as the difference between the test 

pattern feature and the training patterns features in database. Finally, the 

recognition rate for the proposed system is computed as the percentage of 

successful recognitions as given by Equation (3.3). 

  
         For testing separate symbols (characters and digits) 26 files where 

used, each file contains one of the symbols repeated 10 times. With this 

testing the recognition percent of each symbol where calculated.  
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4.4 Experimental Results  

In this section, a number of tests were performed to study the system 

behavior with the feature extraction methods used in the recognition 

system. 

 

4.4.1 Recognition using DCT 

Table (4.1) illustrates the recognition rates for DCT technique on the 

10 testing bmp files (Appendix B) with different number of coefficients.   

 

   

Table (4.1)   The Recognition Rates using DCT 

Sample files 
DCT 
Coeff. 

I=1 

DCT 
Coeff. 

I=5 

DCT 
Coeff. 
I=10 

DCT 
Coeff. 
I=15 

DCT 
Coeff. 
I=20 

DCT 
Coeff. 
I=25 

DCT 
Coeff. 
I=30 

Test1.bmp 7.258 45.967 74.193 86.29 91.129 93.548 93.548 

Test2.bmp 21.774 77.419 87.903 95.161 95.967 97.580 98.387 

Test3.bmp 14.516 70.967 82.258 85.484 91.935 93.548 93.548 

Test4.bmp 20.967 72.580 83.871 88.709 93.548 96.774 96.774 

Test5.bmp 19.354 67.741 83.871 91.935 93.548 95.161 96.775 

Test6.bmp 29.032 75.806 87.096 91.935 93.548 95.161 95.161 

Test7.bmp 19.354 72.580 88.709 95.161 98.387 98.387 98.387 

Test8.bmp 19.354 64.516 83.871 87.096 91.935 96.774 96.774 

Test9.bmp 20.967 70.967 87.096 95.161 95.161 95.161 93.548 

Test10.bmp 16.129 69.354 83.871 91.935 91.935 98.387 98.387 

ARR 18.8705 68.7897 84.2739 90.8867 93.7093 96.0481 96.1289 
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Where: 

 
I: represents the number of DCT Coefficients 

( ) N/  SampleTest  Raten Recognitio ARR Rateon Rercogniti Average
N

1i
∑

=

=
 

N: Number of testing images. 

 

  From the results shown in the table, it is clearly seen that a number of 

coefficients of 25 gives a reasonable recognition rates. It has been seen that 

increasing the used number of coefficients beyond 25 does not improve the 

recognition rates significantly. Increasing the number of coefficients 

accordingly increase the computational time. Thus ARR=96.0481%, so this 

level is taken to calculate the recognition rate for each sample, characters 

(capital and small ) and digits (0-9), which was illustrated in table (4.2), the 

testing files contains each symbol separately on an image repeated 10 times but 

with only one training sample. 

From table (4.2) one can observe that this feature extraction method is 

good and suitable for most of the symbols used in this research.  
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Table (4.2)   Recognition rates using DCT with 25 coefficients  

SAMPLE  
RECOGNITION 

RATE 
SAMPLE  

RECOGNITION 

RATE 

A 100 5 70 

B 80 6 100 

C 100 7 70 

D 100 8 100 

E 100 9 70 

F 100 a 80 

G 100 b 100 

H 100 c 80 

I 100 d 100 

J 100 e 50 

K 100 f 100 

L 100 g 70 

M 100 h 100 

N 100 i 90 

O 80 j 80 

P 100 k 100 

Q 100 l 100 

R 80 m 100 

S 100 n 100 

T 100 o 70 

U 100 p 100 

V 100 q 100 

W 100 r 100 

X 100 s 100 

Y 100 t 90 

Z 100 u 100 

0 100 v 100 

1 100 w 100 

2 70 x 100 

3 100 y 70 

4 100 z 90 
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4.4.2 Recognition using Haar WT 

Table (4.3) demonstrates the recognition rates for Haar Wavelet Transform 

Technique according to different wavelet decomposition levels. 

 

       Table (4.3): The Recognition Rates using Haar WT 

Sample files Haar Coeff. 
1-Level 

Haar Coeff. 
2-Levels 

Haar Coeff. 
3-Levels  

Haar Coeff. 
4-Levels 

Test1.bmp 15.322 25.806 45.161 66.935 
Test2.bmp 32.258 38.709 59.677 86.290 
Test3.bmp 22.580 32.258 62.903 82.258 
Test4.bmp 22.580 29.032 67.741 85.483 
Test5.bmp 24.193 24.193 58.064 88.709 
Test6.bmp 25.806 35.483 59.677 85.483 
Test7.bmp 25.806 29.032 53.225 83.871 
Test8.bmp 24.193 30.645 51.612 83.871 
Test9.bmp 30.645 35.483 67.741 96.774 
Test10.bmp 32.258 40.322 67.741 88.709 

ARR 25.5641 32.0963 59.3542 84.8383 
 

Where:  

( ) N/  SampleTest  Raten Recognitio ARR Rateon Rercogniti Average
N

1i
∑

=

=

N: number of test sample. 

 

From the above table, the obtained results obviously indicate that four 

wavelet decomposition levels produce the best recognition rates for Haar WT, 

with 13 coefficients. With ARR=84.83%, so this level is taken to calculate the 

recognition rate for each sample, characters (capital and small ) and digits (0-9) 

which was illustrated in table (4.4), the testing files contains each symbol 

separately on an image repeated 10 times but with only one training sample.   
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Table (4.4) Recognition rate using 4-level Haar WT decomposition: 

SAMPLE  RECOGNITION 

RATE 

SAMPLE  RECOGNITION 

RATE 

A 100 5 20 

B 100 6 100 

C 90 7 60 

D 100 8 90 

E 10 9 50 

F 80 a 100 

G 70 b 30 

H 100 c 90 

I 80 d 30 

J 20 e 100 

K 100 f 80 

L 90 g 20 

M 90 h 10 

N 90 i 40 

O 90 j 10 

P 70 k 10 

Q 100 l 90 

R 100 m 100 

S 70 n 100 

T 100 o 50 

U 70 p 70 

V 100 q 70 

W 100 r 60 

X 90 s 100 

Y 60 t 100 

Z 80 u 100 

0 100 v 100 

1 60 w 90 

2 20 x 100 

3 100 y 20 

4 100 z 90 
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4.4.3 Recognition Rates using Daubechies-4 WT (Db4) 

         Table (4.5) illustrates the recognition rates for Db4 Wavelet 

Transform Technique according to different wavelet decomposition levels. 

 

            Table (4.5): The Recognition Rates using Daubechies WT 

Sample 
files 

Db4 
Coeff. 

1-Level 

Db4 
Coeff. 

2-Levels 

Db4 
Coeff. 
3-Levels  

Db4 
Coeff. 
4-Levels 

Test1.bmp 38.709 41.129 60.483 76.612 
Test2.bmp 51.612 62.903 75.806 91.935 
Test3.bmp 48.387 66.129 75.806 88.709 
Test4.bmp 41.935 56.451 74.193 93.548 
Test5.bmp 54.838 66.129 77.419 91.935 
Test6.bmp 41.935 54.838 77.419 91.935 
Test7.bmp 38.709 56.451 72.580 88.709 
Test8.bmp 41.935 64.516 77.419 93.548 
Test9.bmp 61.290 62.903 79.032 96.774 
Test10.bmp 48.387 61.290 80.645 93.548 

ARR 46.7737 59.2739 75.0802 90.7253 
 

Where:  

( ) N/  SampleTest  Raten Recognitio ARR Rateon Rercogniti Average
N

1i
∑

=

=

N: number of test samples. 

 

        From the results obtained from the above table, 4-level wavelet produces 

the best recognition rates for Db4 WT. With ARR=90.7253%, so this level is 

taken to calculate the recognition rate for each sample, characters (capital and 

small ) and digits (0-9) which was illustrated in table (4.6), the testing files 

contains each symbol separately on an image repeated 10 times but with only 

one training sample. 
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Table (4-6) Recognition rate using 4-level Daubechies WT  

  SAMPLE TEST RECOGNITION 

RATE 

SAMPLE TEST RECOGNITION 

RATE 

A 60 5 20 

B 100 6 100 

C 100 7 40 

D 100 8 100 

E 10 9 50 

F 100 a 100 

G 90 b 70 

H 100 c 80 

I 80 d 100 

J 90 e 90 

K 90 f 70 

L 20 g 20 

M 90 h 20 

N 100 i 90 

O 80 j 10 

P 90 k 100 

Q 90 l 100 

R 20 m 100 

S 90 n 50 

T 100 o 70 

U 90 p 100 

V 100 q 100 

W 100 r 100 

X 100 s 70 

Y 100 t 80 

Z 100 u 100 

0 100 v 90 

1 100 w 100 

2 20 x 90 

3 80 y 20 

4 100 z 40 
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4.5 Discussion 

         In this research, images in Appendix B were firstly designed by the 

paint and stored as digital image, these images were used first to test the 

system, which gives result between 99.5% to 100% accuracy. But these 

digital images were printed and scanned and then used to test the system, 

which gives the obtained result mentioned in the given tables in this 

chapter. 

From the previous tables, one can conclude the followings: 

1. The quality of printer, the resolution of the scanner, and the quality of 

paper have high effects on the recognition rates. 

2. From Table (4.1), a number of coefficients of 25 seems reasonable to 

get high recognition rates for DCT method. 

3. 4-level of wavelet decomposition produces the best recognition rates for 

both WT methods (Haar and Db4), as shown in Table (4.2) and Table  

(4.3). 

4. Table (4.3) and table (4.5) shows that Daubechies WT gives better 

recognition rates than Haar WT. 

5. For all the methods used in the work, the best recognition rates are 

obtained using DCT technique. With 25 coefficients which require 

relatively more computational time. 

6. For both feature extraction techniques used in this research the 

recognition rates for some characters are significantly low. 
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Chapter one 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 
   Recognition regarded as a basic attribute of human beings and 

other living creatures. According to the nature of objects to be 

recognized, the process of recognition can be divided into two major 

types: the recognition of concrete items and the recognition of 

abstract items. Pictures, characters, music and the object can be 

recognized around us. This process may be referred to as sensory 

recognition, which includes visual and aural pattern recognition. On 

the other hand, one can recognize an old argument or a solution to a 

problem without resorting to external stimuli. This process involves 

the recognition of abstract items and can be termed conceptual 

recognition [Ema95]. 

 

1.2 Pattern Recognition 

         Pattern recognition is the scientific discipline whose goal is the 

classification of objects into a number of categories or classes. 

Depending on the application, these objects can be images, signal 

waveforms or any type of measurements that need to be classified 

[Ser03], figure (1.1) illustrate the pattern recognition family, which 

divided mainly into sound recognition and image recognition. 
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         The principle function of a pattern recognition system is 

decision making concerning the class membership of the patterns, and 

with which classes to be compared.  

 
         A pattern can be defined as a quantitative or structural description 

of an object or some other entity of interest, while a pattern class is a set 

of patterns that share some common characteristics [Ema95]. 

In general, pattern recognition systems have general style of work and 

have common phases in order to perform its requiring job. 

 
         The image recognition is part of the pattern recognition and the 

text recognition is part of the image recognition. In general, character 

by character recognition is need to made text recognition. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (1.1) Pattern Recognition Family 

 

1.2.1   Text Recognition 

         Text recognition problem is widely studied in pattern 

recognition field for the last two decades because of both it theoretical 

Pattern 
Recognition 

Sound 
Recognition 

Image 
Recognition 
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value in pattern recognition and its numerous application like 

automatic processing of post addresses in mail letters, automatic 

money amounts determination in bank checks, processing and 

analyzing of printed text documents [Mac96]. 

 
         The problem of printed text processing is of great importance 

because its satisfactory solution will allow digitizing millions of 

printed text and handwritten materials all over the world, thus making 

them broadly available. For example the problem for reliable and 

secure preservation of the cultural heritage is especially important and 

urgent one. This is why so many researchers all over the world have 

been involved in during the last decades. To implement text 

recognition, character recognition must be done first. 

 
1.3 Character Recognition 

         Character recognition is more widely known as optical character 

recognition (OCR), since it deals with optically processed characters 

rather than magnetically processed one. The main objective of 

character recognition is the conversion of a graphical document into a 

textual one [Tap90]. 

Various approaches, system architectures and methodologies have 

been proposed to solve the problem of character recognition [Par99]. 

 
         Figure 1.2 shows different families of character recognition. Two 

different families are included in the general term of character recognition 

[Imp91]: 

• On-line character recognition 

• Off-line character recognition 
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Figure 1.2: The different families of character recognition 
 

         On-line character recognition deals with a data stream which comes 

from a transducer while the user is writing. The typical hardware to collect 

data is a digitizing tablet which is electromagnetic or pressure sensitive. 

When the user writes on the tablet, the successive movements of the pen 

are transformed to a series of electronic signal which is memorized and 

analyzed by the computer [Tap90]. 
 

         Off-line character recognition is performed after the writing is 

finished. The major difference between on-line and off-line character 

recognition is that on-line character recognition has time-sequence 

contextual information but off-line data does not. This difference generates 

a significant divergence in processing architectures and methods. 
 

The off-line character recognition can be further grouped into [Web1]: 

• Magnetic character recognition (MCR) 
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• Optical character recognition (OCR) 
 

         In MCR, the characters are printed with magnetic ink. The reading 

device can recognize the characters according to the unique magnetic field 

of each character. MCR is mostly used in banks for check authentication. 
 

         OCR deals with the recognition of characters acquired by optical 

means, typically a scanner or a camera. The characters are in the form of 

pixelized images, and can be either printed or handwritten, of any size, 

shape, or orientation [Pav92].  

         The OCR can be subdivided into handwritten character recognition 

and printed character recognition. Handwritten character recognition is 

more difficult to implement than printed character recognition due to the 

diversified human handwriting styles and customs. In printed character 

recognition, the images to be processed are in the forms of standard fonts 

like Times New Roman, Arial, Courier, etc [Pla02]. 
 

        Character recognition schemes, which can be divided into four 

groups as follows: 

1. Fixed – font recognition: which is the recognition of specific 

font's type written characters. The two fonts in general use are 

known as OCR-A and OCR-B, illustrated in Fig (1-1) OCR-A 

was an attempt at creating a stylized set of character which 

brought together a number of buffering fonts into a unifies 

standard. OCR-B was designed to produce a set of character 

with visually acceptable shapes that were as near as possible to 

conventional character [Awc95]. 
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Figure (1.3): OCR-A and OCR-B examples 

 

2. On-line recognition: which is the recognition of single hand 

drawn character where not only the character image is provided 

but also the timing information of each stroke. There have been 

a large number of research results about On-line character 

recognition [Bon97]. 

 

3. Hand – written character recognition: which is the recognition 

of single hand-drawn character of an alphabet, which is 

unconnected and not written in calligraphy. 

 

4. Script recognition: It is the recognition of unrestricted 

handwritten character that may be connected and cursive. 

Cursive script recognition systems can rely essentially on three 

types of knowledge: morphological, pragmatic and linguistic. 

Morphological knowledge refers to everything that is known 

about the shapes of cursive letters. Pragmatic knowledge refers 

to what is known about how to spatially arrange cursive letters 

into words, phrases and paragraphs. Linguistic knowledge 
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concerns the language that is used to convey the message 

represented in handwriting [Mar94].  

 

1.4 Problem definition of character recognition 

         Character recognition is subset of pattern recognition system 

that is regarded as a system, whose input is the information of the 

character to be recognized, and the output is a class to which the 

entered character belong [Lee96]. 

 
         The problem can be formulated as follows: given a set of N 

known characters and a new input character. The task is to find out 

which of the known characters is closest to the new character. This 

generic problem has many applications, for example, printed character 

recognition and hand written character recognition. Text recognition 

problems are usually characterized by a large domain space. For 

example, recognizing printed characters is very important cause of the 

huge number of books, sheets and printed materials available all over 

the world. The task is much more difficult when font-invariant, scale-

invariant, shift-invariant, rotation-invariant, or noise-invariant 

characters should be recognized [Nik98]. 

 

1.5 Literature Survey 

         Pattern recognition fields include a number of applications that 

have been implemented and studied, i.e., Automatic Target 

recognition, signature verification problem, Fingerprint Image 

identification. 
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• E. W. Brown [Bro92] presents the application of Neural Networks to 

the problem of identifying machine printed characters in an automated 

manner. In particular, a back propagation net is trained on an eighty-four 

character font and tested on two other fonts. Its results are compared 

against results obtained on the same data by a more traditional approach. 

This work explores the differences between two different optical character 

recognition (OCR) algorithms: a feature extraction method using 

traditional artificial intelligence techniques for classification, and a Neural 

Network approach with virtually no preprocessing. The basic idea of the 

experiment was essentially to run the identical data through the two 

different algorithms and note the differences in each run along the way. 

  

• Chai S. K [Cha95] presents the transformation features using Fourier 

transformation to generate feature set from Fourier coefficients and points 

to the powerful characteristics of Fourier transformation of being 

invariant to image rotation and translation, its main disadvantage is the 

neglected of all spatial features and depends highly on frequency features. 

 

• Covavisaruch N. [Cov00] presents on-line recognition system of Thai 

alphabetical characters by using geometrical features that are directly 

extracted from the image (spatial domain); information extracted for 

each character is encoded and gathered into several groups such as 

characters width/height ratio and directional code. 

 

• S. M. Maliki [Mal02] presents models of Neural Network are used to 

recognize printed characters, applying Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) of three types, which are:- Kohenen All Classes in One 
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Network (ACON), Kohenen One Class in One Network (OCON), and 

learning Vector Quantization(LVQ). Haar Wavelet transformation is 

used to extract the parametric features of the printed characters, in 

addition to the Geometrical features such as: Moment and Complex 

Moment. The system was implemented on a database of 130 samples, 

70 samples from the database were used for training, and the all 130 

samples were used for testing the system. The system gives about 

91% Recognition rates.   

 

• Chaudhuri B. B. [Cha03] used seven moment invariance as 

geometrical features in developing an OCR machine, the 

characteristics of moment's invariant and the result of this research 

seems to be promising to be used for character recognition, noticing 

that Chaudhuri B. B. uses also Fourier transformation as feature 

extraction method for achieving of such promising results. 

 

• K. M. Vamsi [Vam04] presents an attempt is made to recognize printed 

characters by using features extracted using the proposed sector approach. 

In this approach, the normalized and thinned character image is divided 

into sectors with each sector covering a fixed angle. The features totaling 

32 include vector distances, angles, occupancy and end-points. For 

recognition, both Neural Networks and Fuzzy logic techniques are 

adopted. The proposed approach is implemented and tested on printed 

isolated character database consisting of English characters, digits and 

some of the keyboard special characters. 
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• H. Yan [Yan06] present an algorithm which was developed for printed 

character recognition based on boundary analysis. New boundary 

smoothing schemes have been proposed, which can reduce noise 

significantly. The extracted boundary features are invariant to character 

size and are convenient for recognition. The whole algorithm is based on 

the chain code of each boundary and no floating operation is involved. 

The algorithm is tested with sample pages of a phone directory. 

Experimental results show that this algorithm is highly reliable and very 

fast and it gives about 94% recognition rates. 

  

1.6 Aim of the work 

          The aim of the project is to design and implement a software-

based system to recognize printed characters; different types of 

transformation were used to extract the parametric features of the 

printed characters. The system is to be used for recognizing printed 

characters for English letters (capital & small) and decimal digits (0-

9), printed with Times New Roman font, size 14. 

 

1.7 Thesis Layout 

The following are the outline of the thesis contents: 

Chapter Two: provides an overview for the theoretical background for 

characters recognition system. 

Chapter Three: Presents the practical part of the thesis and states the 

algorithms used in constructing the proposed system. 

Chapter Four: Presents the results and discusses certain study cases used 

to test the system. 

Chapter Five: Gives some conclusions and suggestions for future work. 



30 

Chapter Three 

Proposed Character Recognition 

System 

 

3.1 Introduction 

        This chapter introduces character recognition system including 

the training and testing conditions. In addition, the performance of the 

system in identifying all isolated English Alphabetic (capital & small 

letters) and isolated digits (0 to 9) written in Times New Roman font 

with size 14 is used for reason of its standard use in printing books, 

thesis and sheets, using the possible preprocessing, segmentation, 

shifting, feature extraction, transformation and matching method. 

 

3.2 Character Recognition model 

The proposed character recognition model is illustrated in    

figure (3.1), which consists of the usual steps in pattern recognition, 

as described below: 

 

3.2.1 Input Image 

        Image that contains the text to be recognized is acquired by using 

scanner with 256 gray scales and size 512×512 will be saved for 

further processing as shown in figure (3.2). 

 

3.2.2 Preprocessing 

          Key function of preprocessing is to improve the input image in 

way that increase the chance for success of the following process, and 
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Preprocessing 
 

Feature Extraction 

using different image processing techniques for normalizing input 

patterns. For character recognition, the preprocessing here will include 

histogram starching, noise removing, and binarization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3.2): The Training Scanned Image 
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Figure (3.1): The Proposed Character Recognition Model 
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3.2.2.1 Histogram stretching 

         The histogram stretching is the one of the well-known and the 

mostly used histogram algorithms to improve a picture. This method selects 

and stretches the main power interval of the histogram. The calculation of 

the power interval is selected by a minimal and a maximal point. These 

points are determinate by a threshold value. After that, the main power 

range is stretched to the full range (0-255), equation (2.1). 

  
         Histogram presents the number of pixels at each brightness pixel in 

an image. Histogram stretching used to reduce the difference between 

gray level values in the image. 

 
 

m (3.1): Histogram stretchingAlgorith  

  Input: 

          I[x][y]: array of pixels (the input image) of size H×W, 

          H: height of the image, 

          W: width of the image. 

  Output: 

          I[x][y]: array of pixels with stretched value (0-255)   

  Procedure:  

1. Set Imin is the minimum value of the image=255,  

       Set Imax is the maximum value of the image=0. 

2. For all i ∈ [0 , H-1], j  ∈ [0 , W-1] 

3.        Imin = minimum value in the image  

4.        Imax = maximum value in the image  

5. end For 

6. For all i ∈ [0 , H-1], j  ∈ [0 , W-1] 

7.       I[i][j] = ((I[i][j] – Imin) / (Imax-Imin) × 2 55) 

8. end For 
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Figure (3.3) shows the application of histogram stretching of the 

original image (before print and scan the image): 

 

 

 

Figure (3.3) The histogram stretching of the original image  
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Figure (3.4) shows the application of histogram stretching of the 

scanned image (after print and scan the image): 
 

 

 
 

Figure (3.4) the histogram stretching of the scanned image  

 

3.2.2.2 Noise Removing 

         To remove noise from the input text image Mean filtering noise 

removing is used, so that the result is more suitable than the original 

image for specific application. In our work, a 3 × 3 filter size is 
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selected to be convolved with the text image, figure (2.2). The 

convolution process requires us to overlay the filter on the image, 

multiply the coincident values, and sum all these results and placing 

the result of the operation in the location corresponding to center of 

the filter. When the end of the row is reached, the filter is moved 

down one row, and the process is repeated row by row until this 

procedure has been performed on the entire image. Note that the 

output image must be put in a separate image array, called a buffer, so 

that the existing values are not overwritten during the convolution 

process. 

 
 

Algorithm (3.2): Mean Filter 

  Input: 

       I[x][y]: Array of pixels(the input image), 

     H: High of the image, 

    W: Width of the image, 

    Output 

            I[x][y]: array of noiseless image   

    Procedure: 

1. Set Filtersize=3, 

2. For all i & j < Filtersize 

3.       Mask[i][j]=1/9, 

4. end For 

5. For all i ∈ [0 , H-1], j  ∈ [0 , W-1] 

6.       If (i=0) or (i=H-1) or (j=0) or (j=W-1) 

7.           buffer[i][j]=I[i][j],  

8. end For 

9. For all i ∈ [1 , H-1], j  ∈ [1 , W-1] 

10.       Set Sumfilter=0, 

11.         For all x ∈ [0 , Filtersize-1], y ∈ [0 , Filtersize-1] 
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12.               Sumfilter=Sumfilter+Mask[x][y]×I[x+i-1][y+j-1],  

13.         end For  

14.          buffer[i][j]=Sumfilter 

15. end For 

16. For all i ∈ [0 , H-1], j  ∈ [0 , W-1] 

17.        I[i][j]=buffer[i][j],  

18. end For 

 
 
 
Figure (3.5) shows the effect of the application of the mean filter on a 

noisy scanned image (with salt and pepper noise): 

 

 

Figure (3.5) the effect of mean filter on the image  

 
 

3.2.2.3 Binarization 

         It is process of turning a gray scale image into a binary image 

(only two levels 0 and 1) in order to facilitate the feature extraction 

process. As mentioned in the previous chapter, there are a number of 
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algorithms to find the threshold value, the simplest one use the mean 

value or the median of the pixel values of the image. All of these 

algorithms are based on global thresholds or local thresholds. 

         Global threshold means a value for all the image pixels, and the 

local threshold means that the image is partitioned into smaller blocks 

and threshold value is then calculated for each of those blocks a value 

for a block with fixed size i.e. 32×32 or 16×16, any block size chosen 

led to the same result, the binarized image. Local thresholds demand a 

lot more calculations but mostly compensate it with a better result. 

 

 
Algorithm (3.3): Global threshold binarization 

Input: 

         I[x][y]: Gray scale array of pixels(the input image), 

         H: Height of the image, 

        W: Width of the image, 

Output 

            I[x][y]: Binarized image 

     Procedure    

1. Set threshold=0, 

2. For all i ∈ [0 , H-1], j  ∈ [0 , W-1] 

3.       threshold=threshold+I[i][j]/(H×W) 

4. end For 

5. For all i ∈ [0 , H-1], j  ∈ [0 , W-1] 

6.       If (I[i][j]>threshold) Then (I[i][j]=255)  

7.            Else I[i][j]=0 

8.  end For 
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Figure (3.4) shows the effect of the application of the binarization 

technique on the scanned image (after print and scan the image) using local 

mean threshold value. 

 

 

 

Figure (3.6) the effect of binarization technique 

 

 

Algorithm (3.4): Local threshold binarization 

Input: 

         I[x][y]: Array of pixels(the input image), 

         BlocksizeH: High of the block size, 

        BlocksizeW: Width of the block size 

Output 

            I[x][y]: Binarized array of pixels. 

     Procedure    

1. For all i ∈ [0 , H-1, i=i+BlocksizeH], j  ∈ [0 , W-1,j=j+BlocksizeW] 

2.       Set threshold=0, 

3.        For all x ∈ [0 , BlocksizeH-1], y ∈ [0 , BlocksizeW-1] 

Scanned image Binarized Scanned image 
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4.              threshold=threshold+I[x][y]/( BlocksizeH×BlocksizeW) 

5.        end For 

6.        For all x ∈ [0 , BlocksizeH-1], y ∈ [0 , BlocksizeW-1] 

7.              If (I[x+i][y+j]>threshold)   Then  (I[x+i][y+j]=255) 

8.                  Else I[x+i][y+j]=0 

9.        end For 

10. end For 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Segmentation 

         Segmentation is defined to be the process of partitioning the 

image into distinct regions that are meant to correlate strongly with 

features of interests in the image. Segmentation process is performed 

by determining the upper and lower bounds for each line of text in the 

image (i.e., row scan). After that column scan process is performed in 

order to find the left and right bounds of each character. 

 
         In this process, the image is separated into number of sub-

images, each of these sub-images contain part of the image that 

represent an English character (capital or small) instance or a digit (0-

9), this image of size  32 × 32 pixel which is suitable symbol size for 

all the symbols used in this  research. Text Image segmentation 

contains two parts, line segmentation to separate the whole image into 

lines by finding the upper and lower bound of each line and then 

character segmentation by finding the left and right bound of each 

character as shown in figure (3.3) and figure (3.4). 
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         In most cases of capital letters and digits it needs only one time 

row scan because the capital letters have the same height as shown:  

 

Figure 3.7(3.7): Line Segmentation Image 

Figure (3.8) Character segmentation Image 
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    A           B           C           D 
 
And digits also have the same height 

    1           2           3           4 

 

        But small letters need another row scan after the column scan 

since they have different character height. 

For example: 'a' 'b' 'c' 'd', where 'a' and 'c' have the same height but of 

different height than 'b' and 'd'. 

                                                                                                

   a           b           c           d  

 

 

 

One can notice that there is a space on the top of characters 'a' and 'c' 

 

Where in another case it may come with no space like 

    a                       c 

 

Then the features will be different which cause a mismatch. So 

another row scan for each segmented character must be done to deal 

with this problem. 

         In the algorithm of line segmentation we defined an array of 

record named line, to be the output array, each cell of it contain two 

integer values one to get the upper limit and the other to get the lower 

limit of the line. 
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Algorithm (3.5): Line Segmentation 

    Input:  

           I[x][y]: Array of pixels(the input image), 

           H: Height of the image, 

        W: Width of the image, 

   Output:         

          Line: array of line segmented image 

        Procedure: 

1. For all i ∈ [0 , H-1] 

2.        Line[i].U = -1 

3.        Line[i].D = -1 

4. end For 

5. Set Noofline=0 

6. For all i ∈ [0 , H-1], j  ∈ [0 , W-1] 

7.         If  (I[i][j] = 0) then  

8.             If (Line[Noofline].U=-1) Then Line[Noofline].U=i 

9.                 Else If (Line[Noofline].U≠-1) Then Line[Noofline].D=i  

                                       Noofline=Noofline+1                                                                             

10. end For 

11. Set R=0 

12. For all i ∈ [0 , Noofline-2], j  ∈ [0 , Noofline-1] 

13.        If (Line[i].D = Line[j].U-1)   Then    Line[i].D = Line[j].D  

14.              If (j=Noofline-1)     Then       Line[R].U=Line[i].U,  

                              Line[R].U=Line[i].U,  R=R+1, i=j-1,                                                                                                             

15.               Else  Line[R].U = Line[i].U, Line[R].D = Line[i].D, R=R+1, 

                          i=j-1                                                                                                      

16. end For 

17. Set Noofline =R                                                                                                                                              
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         Some characters need special attention such as characters i and j 

because they are contain the dot on their top, if it is not processed the 

dots will be considered as new line, the following algorithm will deal 

with this problem. 

 
 

    
Algorithm (3.6): Process i, j dot problem 

      Input: 

           Line : array of line segmented image. 

          Nooflines: number of lines in line segmented image. 

     Output: 

          ProcessedLine: array of line segmented image(i, j dot processed) 

     Procedure: 

1. Set diff=0, PL=0 

2. For all i ∈ [0 , Noofline-1] 

3.        diff=Line[i].D-Line[i].U, 

4.         If ( diff <= 2)   then   ProcessedLine[PL].U=Line[i].U, 

                           ProcessedLine[PL].D=Line[i+1].D, PL++, i++  

5.       Else  ProcessedLine[PL].U=Line[i].U, 

                           ProcessedLine[PL].D=Line[i].D, PL++  

6. end For 

7. Nooflines = PL.         

 

 

         In the algorithm of character segmentation we defined an array 

of record named CharBorder to be the output array, each cell of it 

contain four integer values to get the upper limit, lower limit, right 

limit, and the last one to get the left limit of each symbol in the  

image. 
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Algorithm (3.7): Char Segmentation 

     Input:   

        ProcessedLine[i][j]: array of line segmented image 

      H: High of the image, 

     W: Width of the image, 

     Nooflines: number of lines in line segmented image. 

    Output: 

          CharBorder : array of character segmented image. 

    Procedure:    

1. Set Si, Ei, noofchar =0 

2. For all x ∈ [0 , Noofline-1] 

3.        Si=ProcessedLine[x].U 

4.        Ei=PrecessedLine[x].D 

5.        For all i ∈ [0 , 99] 

6.               CharBorder[i].U= -1 

7.                CharBorder[i].L= -1 

8.                CharBorder[i].D= -1 

9.                CharBorder[i].R= -1 

10.        end For 

11.        For all j ∈ [0 , W-1], i  ∈ [Si , Ei] 

12.                If  (I[i][j] = 0) then 

13.                   If (CharBorder[Noofchar].L=-1)      Then  

                             CharBorder[Noofchar].L=j                                                          

14.                    Else   If (CharBorder[Noofchar].L≠-1)    Then  

                                       CharBorder[Noofchar].R=j, 

                                       CharBorder[Noofchar].U=Si,            

                                       CharBorder[Noofchar].D=Ei, 

                         Noofchar=Noofchar+1, 

15.      end For                                                                                                                             

16.       Set R=0 

17.       For all i ∈ [0 , Noofline-2], j  ∈ [i+1 , Noofline-1] 
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18.              If (CharBorder[i].R = CharBorder[j].L-1)   Then                             

                           CharBorder[i].R = CharBorder[j].R        

19.                      If (j=Noofchar-1)     Then   CharBorder[R].L=CharBorder[i].L,    

                                CharBorder[R].R=CharBorder[i].R, R=R+1, i=j-1, 

20.                Else  CharBorder[R].L=CharBorder[i].L,        

                              CharBorder[R].R=CharBorder[i].R, R=R+1, i=j-1, 

21.        end For 

22.       Noofchar = R 

23. end For 

 

 

3.2.4 Further processing 

         After the character been separated, each character need more 

processing before being ready for the feature extraction step. In this 

step the character will be shifted into a standard position. 

In shifting process, the character will simply be shifted towards the 

upper left corner of the image, so that all the characters will be almost 

at the same position of the image. 

 
 

Algorithm (3.8): Shifting 

     Input:   

       CharImage[x][y]: The image that contains the character or digit extracted               

from the segmentation process, 

      CharHW: High and width of the image, 

Output: 

      ShiftCharimage[x][y]: The image that contains the character or digit 

                                 shifted towards the upper left corner of the image, 
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   Procedure: 

1. Set ShiftV=CharHW 

2. For all y ∈ [0 , CharHW-1], x ∈ [0 , CharHW-1] 

3.         If  ((CharImage[x][y] = 0) and (ShiftV>x))  then  ShiftV=x 

4. end For 

5. Set u=o 

6. For all i ∈ [ShiftV-1 , CharHW-1], j  ∈ [0 , CharHW-1] 

7.         ShiftCharImage[u][j] = CharImage[i][j] 

8. end For 

9. u = u + 1 

10. end For 

 

 

 
3.2.5 Feature Extraction  

         Feature extraction process will generate feature sets that 

represent each character and digits in the training or testing image, in 

this work, features are extracted by using DCT (Discreet Cosine 

Transform) and two type of Wavelet transform (WT) Haar and 

Daubechies4. 

 

 
3.2.5.1 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

         By using the DCT described in equation (2.5), each segmented image 

will be transformed from the original time domain to the frequency 

domain. The following algorithm was utilized to DCT transform the array 

of image data samples: 
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Algorithm (3.9): DCT Transform 

      Input: 

              A: is a block of two dimension array of pixels (the segmented symbol) 

              blocksize: the image size (height and width) 

      Output: 

           G: the transformed block of DCT coefficients    

      Procedure: 

           1. Set C1=1/sqrt(2),   Set C2=1/sqrt(2×blocksize) 

2. For all i ∈ [0 , blocksize-1], j  ∈ [0 , blocksize-1] 

           3.          Set Sum=0 

           4.          For all x ∈ [0 , blocksize-1], y ∈ [0 , blocksize-1]        

           5.                  Set w=((2×y+1)×j×π )/(2×blocksize) 

           6.                  Set w2=((2×x+1)×i×π )/(2×blocksize) 

           7.                  Set Sum=Sum+A[x,y]×cos(w)×cos(w2) 

           8.        end For 

           9.         If (i=0) Then    Ci=C1      Else    Ci=1 

           10.         If (j=0) Then    Cj=C1        Else    Cj=1 

           11.         Set G[i,j]=C2×Ci×Cj×Sum         

           12. end For 

 

  

          And the inverse transform turns the data back to its original 

representation in the time domain (refer to equation (2.6)). 

The output of the DCT is two-dimensional array to select a minimum 

number of coefficients and to convert it to one-dimensional array use the 

Zigzag ordering as shown in figure (3.7). 
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Figure (3.5): The Zigzag ordering 

 

 

Algorithm (3.10): Zigzag ordering 

      Input: 

           DCT : is a two dimensional array contains the coefficients of DCT transform. 

             N : the length of block. 

       Output: 

             Zigzag: a one dimensional array contain the DCT coefficient  

       Procedure: 

                  1.  Set x, y, Right, Down =0, Set Zigzag[0]=DCT[x][y] 

                  2.  For all i ∈ [1 , N-1] 

                  3.         If ((x=0)&(Right=0))  Then (Right=1, Down=0, y=y+1)    

                  4.         Else If ((y=0)&(Down=0))  Then (Right=0, Down=1, x=x+1)    

                  5.                 Else If ((Right=1)&(Down=0))  Then (y=y-1, x=x+1)    

                  6.                         Else If ((Right=0)&(Down=1))  Then (x=x-1, y=y+1)    

                  7.          Zigzag[i]=DCT[x][y]         

                  8.  end For 

 

 

3.2.5.2    Wavelet Transform (WT) 

Each character and digit image will be transformed by using 

wavelet transformation; coefficient produced in this transformation 

will act as features sets. 
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There are different types of wavelet transformations depending 

on the bases function used in the transformation, in our work; two 

type of wavelet transform are used to implement wavelet 

transformation these are Haar and Daubechies4 (Db4). 

 

         The transformation will be implemented by convolving the Haar 

and Db4 vectors with rows and then with columns, as explained in the 

previous chapter. 

 

         Wavelet will be applied to all characters and digits images have 

been extracted in the previous step; here is the algorithm of wavelet 

transformation used in this work [Umb98]:  

 

Algorithm (3.11): Wavelet transformation 

      Input: 

         T[i]: The image of each character or digit image extracted from the      

segmentation process 

         N: Number of columns or rows. 

     Output: 

         W[i]: The transformed image of WT coefficients 

     Procedure:         

• For each row in the image store row then apply Haar WT on the 

rows then store the new row in new image. 

• For each column in the new image store column apply Haar WT 

on columns then store new column in last image. 

Haar WT algorithm 

1. Set  L[0]= 1/sqrt(2), L[1]= 1/sqrt(2) 

                     H[0]= 1/sqrt(2), H[1]= -1/sqrt(2) 
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2. Set  Half = N/2 

3. For all i ∈ [0 , Half-1] 

4.       W[i] = T[2×i] × L[0] + T[2×i+1] × L[1] 

5.       W[i+Half] = T[2×i] × H[0] + T[2×i+1] × H[1] 

6. end For 

7. For all i ∈ [0 , N-1] 

8.         T[i] = W[i] 

9. end For 

 

 
         It was be obvious that the Db4 WT algorithm could be applied with 

the same way of the Haar WT algorithm with only one different was the 

values of the low pass filter and high pass filter as mentioned in the 

previous chapter. 

 

Wavelet features are computed for each sub-band using the following 

equation: 

 

( ) SizejiW
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Where:  

iS = is the start point on x-axes of sub-band, 

iE = is the end point on x-axes of sub-band, 

jS = is the start point on y-axes of sub-band, 

jE = is the end point on y-axes of sub-band, 

W[i][j] = the wavelet transform coefficients of the character or digit, 

Size = (iE-iS+1) × (jE-jS+1). 
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3.2.6 Pattern Matching 

         In the pattern matching process the resulting test template, 

which is an N-dimensional feature vector, is compared against the 

stored reference templates to find the closest match. The process is to 

find how much unknown class matches a predefined class or classes. 

For the character recognition task, the unknown class is compared 

with all the predefined classes.  

 
         This comparison can be done through a distance measure, where 

the most common measure is the Euclidean Distance (E.D) which is 

the most common metric for measuring the distance between two 

vectors and is given by the square root of the sum of the squares for 

the difference between the two vectors component. Given the two 

vectors A and B, where A = [a1 a2 … aN] and B= [b1 b2 … bN], then the 

Euclidean distance is given by [Umb98]: 
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3.2.7 Decision Rule 

        The decision rule process is to select the pattern that best 

matches the unknown sample. For the proposed character recognition 

system, the minimum distance between two features is considered to 

assign the unknown pattern to the nearest predefined pattern. That is, 

the identity of the unknown character is recognized as the best 

matched reference in the database. 
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3.2.8 Database References 

        Database is made to support the training and testing processes of 

the system. The proposed character recognition system depends on the 

samples of characters (capital & small letters) and digits (0 to 9) 

extracted in the training phase. This database contains 26 capital 

letters, 26 small letters, and the 10 digits, so the total number of 

database sample is: 

 

Total DB Sample = capital letters + small letters + 10 digits 

                         = 26 + 26 + 10 

                         = 62 sample 

 

3.3 The Definition of Recognition Ratio 

        The recognition rate is defined as the ratio of correct identified 

characters to the total number of database sample in the test set 

corresponding to a nearest neighbor decision rule. 

 

Recognition Rate = %100
Characters Tested ofnumber  Total

Character RecognizedCorrect ×  

 
 



١١ 

Chapter Two 

Theoretical Background 

 

2.1 Introduction 

         Many attempts have been made to make text recognition  

reaches a level of performance that is close to emulating human 

capabilities in performing general image analysis function. Research 

in biological and computational systems continually is uncovering 

new and promising theories to explain the human visual cognition, 

however, the state of art in computerized image analysis for the most 

part is based on heuristic formulation tailored to solve specific 

problems, for examples some machines are capable of reading printed, 

properly formatted documents at a speed that are orders of magnitude 

faster than the speed that the most skilled human reader could achieve. 

However the systems of this type are highly specialized and thus have 

a little or on extendibility. That is, current theoretic and 

implementation limitations in the field of image analysis imply 

solution that are highly problem dependent [Gon92]. 

         This chapter concerned with the pattern recognition systems that 

will be applied to the proposed character recognition system, 

describing images formats, text recognition system phases, operation 

required within each phases and some feature extraction techniques. 

 

2.2 Image File Formats 

 The study of text recognition or in general pattern recognition 

required some knowledge on image processing. The first step is to have 
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knowledge in how to store image file. There are many different types of 

images and applications with varying requirements and also considers 

market share, proprietary information, and a lack of coordination 

within the imaging industry. However, some standard file formats 

have been developed, and the ones presented here are widely 

available. Many other image types can be readily converted to one of 

the types presented here by easily available image conversion 

software. 

Some of the images are compressed of different compression 

quality and others are kept without compressed because high quality is 

required. There is a BMP (BITMAP), TIFF (Tagged Image File 

Format), GIF (Graphics Interchange Format), JPEG (Joint 

Photographic Expert Group), IMG (IMAGE)…and other image files, 

where each of them has its specific format. Each pixel in the digital 

BMP image is representing by 24, 8, 4, or 2 bits. In this research an 8 

bits BMP image is used for reason of its standard use. 

 

2.3 Pattern Recognition 

         The pattern recognition is a task of finding some conceptual and 

relevant information from raw data. The application used here is Text 

recognition, and the raw data used is image of characters and digits. 

 

2.4 Text Recognition Systems 

         In general any text recognition system consists of two phases: 

              Building DB Phase and Testing Phase 

• Building DB Phase: It is the phase that made the preprocessing on the 

input training image to remove noise, then segments the training input 

image into meaningful segments each segment contains a character or 
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digit and built the database of each symbol in the input image with the 

feature extraction techniques used in the system. 
 

• Testing Phase: It is the phase that made the preprocessing on the input 

testing image to remove noise, after that, segments the image into 

meaningful segments each segment contains a character or digit, then, 

extract the features extraction for each segment in the input image with 

the feature extraction techniques used in the system, finally, a pattern 

matching process will be applied on each testing symbol to find how 

much it matches a predefined training symbols in the database to extract 

the most similar character. 

Techniques used in each phase could be divided into three basic 

levels; figure (2.1) illustrates these levels [Gon92]: 

(1) Low level processing,  

(2) Intermediate processing,  

(3) High level processing.  

Although these subdivisions have no definitive boundaries, they do 

provide a framework for categorizing various processing that is inherent 

component of an autonomous pattern recognition system. 

 

2.4.1 Low Level Processing 

         This level deals with function that may be viewed as automatic 

reactions, requiring no intelligence on the part of the image 

recognition system. Image acquisition and preprocessing are 

considered here as low level function; this area encompasses activities 

from the image formation process itself to compensation, such as 

noise reductions and image deblurring. Low-level function may be 
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compared to the sensing and adapting processes that we can not begin 

until a suitable image is available. The process followed by the brain 

in adapting the visual system to produce such an image is an 

automatic unconscious reaction. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.1.1 Image Acquisition 

        This process is to acquire digital image from physical world, by 

using scanner or digital camera. The image produced by the imaging 

device is stored as uncompressed BMP gray scale image contain the 

data that is to be processed, and further information will be extracted 

from it, therefore, image status, like resolution, brightness, and 
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Figure (2.1): Text Recognition System 
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defected comes from low performance of the imaging device will 

highly affects the next processing steps and as consequence will 

define limits to the performance of the recognition system and the 

recognition rate [Umb98].  

 

2.4.1.2 Preprocessing 

         Improve the input image character coordinate sequence data, 

involves several activities, such as smoothing, and noise removing. 

This step yield two benefits, the reduction of noise and the reduction 

of time usage in other steps [Kur97].  

         The key function of preprocessing is to improve the image in a 

way that increases the chances for success of the other processes, for 

character recognition, the preprocessing is usually deals with 

techniques of image enhancement, noise removing, binarization, and 

other techniques required such as shifting and rotation. Rotation is a 

tool to rotate an image about its center by the specified number of 

degrees. The input image entered to the system using scanner, so it could 

be rotated by fault of user. Because rotation requires special techniques 

(especially for the decision of rotation angle) this research did not deal 

with rotation. 

 

a. Histogram Stretching 

         Histogram stretching is the technique that used to reduce the 

difference between gray level values in the image which could be known as 

the accuracy of each gray level value. This method selects and stretches the 

main power interval of the histogram. The calculation of the power interval 

is selected by a minimal and a maximal point. These points are determinate 
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by a threshold value. After that, the main power range is stretched to the 

full range (0-255) [Sta98], the following mapping function is utilized to 

compute pixel brightness values [Kur97]: 

 
Output[x][y] = ((Input[x][y]) - IMIN) / (IMAX  - IMIN) × 255) …….. (2.1)  

 
Where: 

x: is the height of the image, 

y: is the width of the image, 

IMIN: is the minimum value of the input image, 

IMAX : is the maximum value of the input image, 

 

b. Noise Removing 

         Noise removing is one of the image enhancement application in 

which the principle objective is to process an image so that the result is 

more suitable than the original for specific application. Smoothing filters 

are used for giving an image a softer effect or to eliminate noise like mean, 

median and Gaussian filters [Gon00]. In this research a mean filter is used 

cause of it removes noise without scratching the symbols on the text image. 
 

           This filter is low pass filter, it smoothen the image to much the 

pixels nearby in a way that no point in the image differ from its 

surroundings to a greater extent. Mean filtering is a simple and easy to 

implement method of smoothing images; it is often used to reduce noise in 

images. The idea of mean filtering is simply to replace each pixel value in 

an image with the mean (`average') value of its neighbors, including itself. 

This has the effect of eliminating pixel values which are unrepresentative 

of their surroundings. There are different sizes for this filter i.e. 3×3, 5×5, 
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and 7×7. But, a 3×3 filter size is used in this research to avoid losing the 

shape of symbols in the image, as shown in figure (2.2). 

 

Figure (2.2) 3×3 mean filter 
 

c. Binarization 

It is the process of turning a gray scale into a binary image (only 

two levels of interest 0 and 1) in order to improve the contrast 

between the text (isolated characters) and the back ground of the 

image and consequently facilitates the feature extraction process. 

  

To perform binarization for an image, a threshold value in the 

gray scale image is picked. Every darker (lower in value) than this 

threshold value is converted to black and every thing lighter (higher in 

value) is converted to white. The black pixels (of value 0) represent a 

pixel of character, and the white pixels (of value 1) represent the back 

ground of the image [Blo03].  

 

The difficulty with binarization lies in finding the right threshold 

value to be able to remove unimportant information and enhance the 

important one. It is impossible to find the working global threshold 

value that can be used on every image. The variation can be too large 

in these types of text images. Therefore algorithms to find the optimal 

value must be applied separate on each image to get a functional 
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binarization. There are a number of algorithms to perform this, the 

simplest one use the mean value or the median of the pixel values of 

the image [Blo03]. 

 

All of these algorithms are based on global thresholds. What are 

often used nowadays are the localized thresholds. The image is 

partitioned into smaller blocks and threshold value is then calculated 

for each of those blocks as threshold value for their specific block. 

Local threshold demand an increase calculation time, but mostly 

compensate it with a better result. 

The global mean threshold for a block of size H×W is defined as: 

                  ∑∑
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Where: 

image(i,j): is the gray level at pixel (i.j) of the image. 
 

The local mean threshold for a block of size W×W is defined as: 
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Where: 

LocalMean(k): is the computed mean gray level value for kth block, 

Block(i,j): is the gray level value at pixel (i,j). 

 
         The local mean threshold, make it possible to find different 

threshold values for each part of the text image depending on the level 

of darkness of each part. For that reason the local mean threshold was 

adopted in this research. 
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2.4.2 Intermediate Level Processing 

In this level of processing, techniques are made to characterize 

image component and extract information needed for recognition. 

Segmentation techniques is required to segment the text into separated 

characters, and the feature extracting techniques is required here in 

way that each character will be described by a set of features rather 

than it’s raw representation, at which all characters will be recognized 

based on those features.  

 

2.4.2.1 Segmentation 

Partitioning of an image into several constituent components is 

called segmentation. Segmentation is an important part of practically 

any automated image recognition system, because it is at this moment 

that one extracts the interesting objects, for further processing such as 

description or recognition. Division of the image into regions 

corresponding to objects of interest is necessary before any processing 

can be done at a high level processing. Segmentation is one of the 

important elements in automated image analysis because it is at this 

step that object or other entities of interest are extracted from an 

image for subsequent processing, such as description and recognition. 

For example, if the goal is to recognize black characters, on a white 

background, pixels can be classified as belonging to the background or 

as belonging to the characters: the image is composed of regions 

which are in only two distinct dark text and white background. 

The segmentation process in this research is taking two steps the 

line segmentation step and the character segmentation step; they will 

be explained in details in the third chapter (practical part). 
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2.4.2.2 Feature Extraction 

       Object recognition is generally performed on the raw image in the 

image plane or on the feature representation in the feature space. In 

the earlier case, known the low-level image recognition, the system 

learns and recognizes an object according to the information given by 

all the pixels in the image plane. In an N×N image plane, the object is 

described by an image vector, which consists of N2 pixel values. The 

size of the image vector increases as the resolution of the object image 

increases [Cha95]. 

 

One of the drawbacks of this approach is a huge dimensionality, 

which deepens the computational burden of the system. Moreover, the 

image vector of the shifted object image may be quite different from 

the original one. On the other hand, not all the pixels of the object 

image reveal crucial information of the object characteristics, and 

there is a large redundancy in the image vector [Cha95]. 

 

The feature-based recognition uses only the information that best 

characterize the object. It extracts the important information conveyed 

by some pixels and processes it to obtain the feature representation. 

The object in the image plane is then represented by its feature vector 

in the feature space. In this case, the learning and the recognition is 

done in the feature space. Dimensionality of the input vector is greatly 

reduced, and the recognition can be invariant to some image 

transformations, such as image translation, rotation, and scaling, if the 

object features are properly selected [Mac96]. 

 

     Many methods have been introduced to extract features; generally 

it could be classified into two main categories: 
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1. Geometrical features: those features that are directly extracted 

from the image (spatial domain). Many techniques have been 

introduced in these categories that describe the shape of the 

pattern. 

2. Transformation features: those features that are extracted after a 

transformation is made up to map the image from the spatial 

domain into another domain.  

 
         Feature transformation is a process through which a new set of 

features is created which is used to define each symbol (character or digit) 

segmented from the text image by getting its features, so it is used in this 

research. 

 

2.4.3 High Level Processing 

This level involves recognition and interpretation; these two 

processing have a strong resemblance to what generally meant by 

intelligent cognition. The majority of techniques used for low and 

intermediate processing encompass a reasonably well-defined set of 

theoretic formulations. However, as we venture into recognition, and 

especially into interpretation, our knowledge and understanding of 

fundamental principles becomes far less precise and much more 

speculative. This relative lack of understanding ultimately results in a 

formulation of constraints and idealization intended to reduce task 

complexity to a manageable level. The end product is a system with 

highly specialized operational capabilities [Gon00]. 

The recognition could be in different ways like: 

1. Classification   

2. Pattern matching (Euclidean Distance, City Block) 
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1. Classification  

         In general term, classification is the process of assigning each 

object, from set of objects, to one set of classes, in pattern recognition, 

the object is a pattern extracted from the image, and the classes are 

various categories occurring in the image. The pattern in this step of 

processing not usually a set of points, but, it is a set of numerical 

features formed by feature extraction process [Nib86]. 

         There are different models of classification system; the main 

three modules are statistical, syntactical, and artificial neural network. 

Since most of neural networks approaches are based on statistical 

method [Ven93]. Statistical Classification is a procedure in which 

individual items are placed into groups based on quantitative information 

on one or more characteristics inherent in the items (referred to as traits, 

variables, characters, etc) and based on a training set of previously labeled 

items. And Neural network can be defined as information processing 

systems that have certain performance characteristics in common with 

biological neural network that actually the basic principle of neural 

network working is abstract simulation of real neuron system [Fu94]. 

  

2. Pattern matching 

         In the pattern matching process the resulting test template, 

which is an N-dimensional feature vector, is compared against the 

stored reference templates to find the closest match. The process is to 

find how much unknown class matches a predefined class or classes. 

For the character recognition task, the unknown symbol is compared 

with all the predefined symbols. This comparison can be done through 

a distance measure, where the most common measure is Euclidean 

Distance and City Block [Mus06]. 
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a. Euclidean Distance (E.D.) 

        It is the most common metric for measuring the distance between 

two vectors and is given by the square root of the sum of the squares 

for the difference between the two vectors component. Given the two 

vectors A and B, where A = [a1 a2 … aN] and B= [b1 b2 … bN], then the 

Euclidean distance is given by [Umb98]: 
 

( )∑
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2.. ……….. (2.4) 

 

b. City-Block Distance (C.D.) 

         Another distance measure, called the City-Block distance or 

absolute value metric, is defined as follows (using A and B vectors as 

before) [Umb98]: 
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         Since in this research the aim was only to classify the printed 

characters (with given font and size), the pattern matching techniques 

are adequate to implement the classification. 

   

 Transformation Methods 

Transformation methods are used to map the signal from one 

domain representation to another (e.g. from the spatial domain to the 

frequency domain), these transformation methods are: 
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2.5.1 The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is a technique for converting a 

signal into elementary frequency components. The image is transformed 

from spatial domain to frequency domain using two dimensions (2D) DCT 

basis function. The DCT formula is given by: [Sal00] 
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Where:  

Cf     =          
,1

,
2

1
              

i,j:  0…N-1 

N: the height or width of the image. 
 

To turn the image back to its original domain the inverse 

transform must be applied to the transformed signal, the Inverse DCT 

is given by: 
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Where  

P: is the original image,  

x,y: 0,…N-1 

G: is the transformed image, 

N: the height or width of the image. 

         The DCT frequency coefficient is described in figure (2.3), the 

element in the upper-left corner is the low frequency coefficient for the entire 

f = 0, 

f > 0,  

…… (2.7) 
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two-dimensional array, and all the remaining coefficients contain high 

frequency information [Web2]. 

 

 

Figure (2.3): The DCT Frequency Coefficients 
 
 
2.5.2 The Wavelet Transform (WT) 

          Wavelets are mathematical functions that cut up data into different 

frequency components, and then study each component with a resolution 

matched to its scale. Wavelets have scale aspects and time aspects. They 

have advantages over traditional Fourier methods in analyzing physical 

situations where the signal contains discontinuities and sharp spikes. 

Wavelets were developed independently in the fields of mathematics, 

quantum physics, electrical engineering, and seismic geology. Interchanged 

between these fields have led to many new wavelet applications such as 

image compression, turbulence, human vision, radar, and earthquake 

prediction [Gra95].  

A wavelet is a waveform of effectively limited duration that has an 

average value of zero [Mat00]: 

∫
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This is dilated with a scale parameter s, and translated by u: 
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The wavelet transform of ƒ at the scale s and position u is computed 

by 
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2.5.2.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform 

         The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is a special case of the 

WT that provides a compact representation of a signal in time and 

frequency that can be computed efficiently. The DWT is defined by 

the following equation: 
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Where: 

 φ(t): is a time function with finite energy called mother wavelet. 

 

         DWT employs two sets of functions, called scaling functions 

and wavelet functions, which are associated with low pass and high 

pass filters, respectively. 

The decomposition of the signal into different Frequency bands is 

simply obtained by successive high pass and low pass filtering of the 

time domain signal. 

         The original signal x[n]  is first passed through a half band high 

pass filter g[n] and a low pass filter h[n] . After the filtering, half of 

the samples can be eliminated. The signal can therefore be sub 

sampled by 2, simply by discarding every other sample. This 
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constitutes one level of decomposition and mathematically is 

expressed as follows: 

 

  [ ] ∑ −=
n

high nkgnxkY ]2[].[ ……….. (2.12) 

  [ ] ∑ −=
n

low nkhnxkY ]2[].[  ……… (2.13) 

Where: Yhigh[k] , Ylow[k]  are the outputs of the high-pass (g) and low-

pass (h) filters. 

This process is further shown in figure (2.4) [Jen01]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2.4): High-pass and low-pass Filters in DWT 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2.5): WT decomposition of an image for four resolution levels 
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         The DWT transform is subband transform. It is done by 

computing a convolution of the data with a set of bandpass filters. 

Each resulting subband encodes a particular portion of the frequency 

content of the data. The principle of DWT transform is to calculate 

averages and difference. It partitions the image into regions such as 

that one region contains large numbers (averages), and the other 

regions contain small numbers (differences). However, these regions, 

which are called subbands, are more than just sets of large and small 

numbers. 

There are two type of wavelet used here Haar transform and 

Daubechies4 transform, they work at the same way with only one 

difference their base vectores: 

The Haar base vectors are: [Kap02] 

Low-pass filter: [ ]1,1
2

1   

High-pass filter: [ ]1,1
2

1 −  

While the Db4 base vectors are: [Kap02] 

Low-pass filter: 
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The transformation will be implemented by convolving these vectors 

with rows and then with columns. 

One sub-band has been high-pass filtered in both horizontal and 

vertical directions, one has been high-pass filtered in vertical direction 

and low-pass filtered in horizontal direction, one has been low-pass 
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filtered in vertical direction and high-pass filtered in horizontal 

direction, and one that has been low-pass filtered in both directions. 

LL 1 will corresponds to the lowest frequency and contains the global 

characteristics of the image, LH1 will gives the vertical high 

frequencies and contains the horizontal details, HL1 will give the 

horizontal high frequencies and contains the vertical details, and HH1 

will give the high frequencies in both diagonal directions and contains 

the diagonal details, as shown in figure (2.5) [Gon00]. 
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Abstract 

 

Character recognition plays an important role in the modern world. 

Character recognition is considered to be very important solution to many 

problems because of its numerous applications and theoretical values in the 

domain of pattern recognition. The only real problem is to design a system 

that can extract the right features efficiently. Thus, most of the attention is 

devoted to find the optimal sequence of preprocessing techniques, character 

segmentation procedure, and efficient feature extraction methods. 

  

         In this thesis important operations are used in preprocessing of the 

input image in a way that increases the character recognition rates. A number 

of steps are used in the work namely: Histogram stretching, Mean Mask and 

finally Binarization technique.  This is followed by segmentation process and 

fixing character boundaries. Number of feature extraction techniques has 

been used to obtain the features. These are Discreet Cosine Transform (DCT), 

and two Wavelet Transform (WT) techniques (Haar and Daubeche-4 or Db4). 

  

         Pattern matching with database for letters and decimal digits using 

Euclidean Distance as decision metric.  Recognition rates are computed and 

used as performance measure for each method. The results have shown that 

the use of DCT method gives the best results when 25 or more coefficients 

are involved in the feature extraction. Using larger number of coefficients 

require more processing time. On the other hand wavelet based techniques 

provide slightly less recognition rates. These techniques are tested with very 

small number of coefficients. 
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Appendix A 

BMP Image-File format 

 

BMP Image-File Format [Sama99] 

 

The BMP file format divides a graphics file into four major parts, these are: 

 

• Bitmap File Header: The bitmap File Header is 14-byte long and is formatted as 

follows: 

 

UNIT bfType holds the signature value 0x4D42, which identify the file 

as BMP 

DWORD bfSize holds the file size 

UNIT bfReserved not used, set to zero 

UNIT bfReserved not used, set to zero 

DWORD bfOffBits specifies the offset, relative to the beginning of the file, 

where the data representing the bitmap itself begins 

 

• Bitmap Information Header: The bitmap information header is 40-bytes long and 

it contains important information about the image. The windows format for this 

header is: 

 

DWORD biSize  holds the header length in bytes 

LONG biWidth Identify the image width 

LONG biHeight Identify the image height 

WORD Bitplanes                     

WORD biBitCount Identify number of bits/pixel in the image and thus the 

maximum number of colors that the bitmap can 

contain 

DWORD biCompression Identify the compression scheme that the bitmap 

employs. It will contain zero if the bitmap 

uncompressed 
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DWORD biSizeImage Set to zero for uncompressed image, else it holds the 

size (in bytes) of the bits representing the bitmap 

image for compressed image 

LONG biXPelsPerMeter 

LONG biXPelsPerMeter 

DWORD biClrUsed 

DWORD biClrImportant 

 

• Palette (Color table containing RGB quad or RGB triple structure): the color table 

specifies the colors used in the bitmap. The BMP files come in four color formats: 

   

1. 2-color   1-bits per pixel 

2. 16-color  4-bits per pixel 

3. 256-color  8-bits per pixel 

4. 16.7 million-color 24-bits per pixel 

              

The number of bits per pixel -and hence the color format-can be determined from                                                

the biBitCount shown above. 

 

In the 2-color, 16-color, and 256-color BMP formats, the color table contains one 

entry for each color. Each entry specifies the intensities of a color’s red, green, 

and blue component and it is of 4-bytes long as shown below: 

 

  BYTE        rebBlue 

  BYTE         rebGreen 

  BYTE        tebRed 

  BYTE        rebReserved 

 

Each color-table entry can specify a range of red, green, and blue values from 0 to 

255. true-color BMP files do not contain color tables, because a single color table 

with 16.7 million entries of 4-bytes each would require 64MB of storage space. 
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• Bitmap Bits:  The bitmap bits are the set of bits defining the image-the bitmap 

itself. In the 2-color, 16-color, and 256-color BMP formats, each entry in the 

bitmap is an index to the color table. In a 16.7 million-color bitmap, where there 

is no color table, each bitmap entry directly specifies a color. The first 3-bytes in 

each 24-bit entry specify the pixel colors red component, the second specifies 

green component and the third specifies blue. 

 

The bitmap bits representing a single line are stored in left-to-right order, the 

same way that the pixels they represent line up on the screen. The first row pixel 

data in the bitmap corresponds to the bottom row of pixel on the screen, the 

second row corresponds to the row of pixels second from the bottom, and so on. 

 

The size of one bitmap entry is determined by the number of bits per pixel 

assigned to each color format, as shown in the following table: 

 

Number of 

colors 

Number of bits per pixels 

required 

2 1 

16 4 (1/2 byte) 

256 8 (1 byte) 

16.7million 24 (6 bytes) 
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Appendix B 

The Input Images 

This section is devoted for displaying the ten input tested images. These are 

used as inputs to our proposed character recognition system model. These 

images are scanned with 200 dpi and 256 gray-scales with BMP format. 
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